
Collaboration Contract
This AGREEMENT was read and signed on the date of , 2023

between and artist/writer Slummy Charms.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

1. The writer Slummy Charms hereby assigns, transfers and delivers an original verse to

the publisher, . Writers’ credit must include

Slummy Charms on any song written or recorded by Slummy Charms.

2. The writer, Slummy Charms, promises to send the completed section (hook, verse,

bridge, intro or outro) to the email provided through submission of contract and proof of

payment within NINE days of approved paperwork and an audio file of song inquiry.

3. The writer, Slummy Charms, promises ONE REWRITE in the case of said publisher,

, request of a revision AFTER receiving a

completed copy of lyrics and audio file (within nine days of approved paperwork and an

audio file of song inquiry) with no fee added.

4. The writer, Slummy Charms, requires a $45 payment prior to song turnaround. Valid

payment methods are PayPal and Cashapp only. Without confirmation of approved

paperwork (proof of payment and contract signed and dated) the agreement is null.

5. The writer, Slummy Charms, has the right to deny the work of any artist. If publisher,

, request gets denied by writer they will

receive an email notifying their paperwork has been denied and proof of a $40 refund.

Refunds will be sent through the same payment method the publisher paid through.



6. The writer, Slummy Charms, requires a 20% fee of royalties of song through any music

platform. This includes but is not limited to Apple Music, YouTube, Spotify, iHeart

Radio, Deezer, Instagram, Facebook, club rotations, iTunes, Amazon, Shazam, ASCAP,

BMI, TikTok, Pandora, and/or SESAC.

7. I, , publisher of the requested song inquiry have read

and understand the terms and conditions of this contract.

8. I, , publisher of the requested song(s) inquiry

understand that failure to comply to the terms and conditions of the above will result to a

minimum fine of $500 and reimbursement of lost royalties.

x x

PUBLISHER STAGE NAME (PRINT) WRITER’S STAGE  NAME (PRINT)

x x:

PUBLISHER LEGAL NAME  (PRINT) WRITER’S LEGAL NAME (PRINT)

DATE: DATE:

PUBLISHER DATE WRITER DATE

Initial by your request below.

I agree to allow Slummy Charms to post the inquired song(s) on her inquiry website with writers credits as well

as promote among Slummy Charms social platforms. Including, music marketing in boosting streams to approximately

1,000 views solely on YouTube or Spotify. After the initial release of the publisher.

I do not agree to allow Slummy Charms to post the inquired song(s) on her inquiry website with writers credits

as well as promote among Slummy Charms social platforms. Including, music marketing in boosting streams to

approximately 1,000 views solely on YouTube or Spotify. After the initial release of the publisher.


